2. History of London
3. The Romantic Period (1800-1832)
4. Charles Dickens – Life and Work
5. Articles
6. Prepositions
7. Tenses
8. Joseph Conrad – Life and Work
9. Lawrence’s Sons and Lovers
10. Elements of Detective Novel in Graham Green’s Novels
11. The Reign of Queen Elizabeth I (1558-1603)
12. Queen Elizabeth II
13. Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D
14. History of the Illuminati
15. Secrets Behind The Da Vinci Code
16. Harley Davidson Motorcycle History
17. Mary I of Scotland
18. Seven Wonders of the World
19. Love and Death in Shakespeare’s Hamlet
20. Black Metal as a Subgenre of Heavy Metal Music
21. The Beatles
22. Wars of the Roses
23. Ancient Rome
24. The Greatest Tennis Player ever!
25. Life and Work of Ivo Andrić
26. Premier League History
27. History of Basketball
28. Life and Work of George Orwell
29. Roman London
30. The Three Islands of Malta
31. Polytheistic Religions of European Nations
32. History of The Olympic Games
33. History of British Rock
34. Cyberpunk as a Subgenre of Science Fiction
35. Steve Irwin, The Crocodile Hunter
36. Stenley Kubrick – Life, Filmography and Awards
37. History of Rap Music
38. History of Ancient Sparta
39. History of Waterpolo
40. Taekwondo - Summer Olympic Sport
41. Bonsai: Japanese Tradition and Culture
42. Chocolate, The Best Sweet Ever
43. Zipf’s Law
44. Greek Mythology
45. Hermann Hesse – Biography and Works
46. To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee
47. Charles Dickens - Great Expectations
48. James Bond
49. History of Football
50. The Beginnings of Modern Music
51. The United Kingdom
52. Body Language
53. Harry Potter
54. Bauhaus
55. Conformism
56. Defence Mechanisms
57. Beowulf
58. Victorian England
59. Ragnarok, Doom of the Gods in Nordic Mythology
60. New Age Mental Illnesses: Sociopathy and Psyciopathy
61. The History of IT: PC and mobile phones